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1. Eberhart and Russell (1966) abd Perkins and Jinks' (1968a)
introduced separate models for the study of linear component of the
genotype-environment interaction. Eberhart and Russell expressed
yield of a variety for a specific environment in terms of its mean
yield over all the environments, the environmental index, the, regres
sion of yield upon the index and a deviation from linearity. Perkins
and Jinks, too, gave a linear model but introduced the term additive
genetic contribution while the regression used was that of the geno-
typic value for a specific environment upon the environmental index.
The calculation of the genotypic values is a laborious task. The
author has shown that these two regression coefficients are simply
related and also given suitable formulae for use in the analysis of
variance for the Perkins and Jinks' model. Perkins and Jinks (1968b)
also developed a procedure for classifying varieties into groups by
working out correlations between the deviations from regression of
each environment for pairs of Varieties. This aspect^ too, has been
treated by the author on the basis of original values instead of the
genotypic values.

2. The models of. Eberhart & Russell and Perkins and Jinks:
Eberhart & Russells' model is:

Ij+Cij .•••(1)

where is the variety mean of the rth variety at the jth environ
ment, [Xj is the mean of the /th variety over all the s environments,
Ij the environmental index defined by:
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where v is the number of varieties and (3'; the regression coefficient
of Yj OT Ij.

Perkins and Jinks presented the model:

Yij=[x-\- di+Ij+gij + eii •••(3)

where is the general mean over all lines and environments, di the
additive genetic contribution, Ij the additive ^environmental, con
tribution, gij the genotype-environment interaction of the fth line
in the yth environment and en the corresponding experimental error.
The restrictions imposed are:

^ d,=0-, 2 ^ gi,=0 -(4)
/ j iJ

They further express ga as

where P,- is the linear regression ofgu upon Ij while is the residual
deviation from gu-

Least square estimate of jx, Pi and dt are:
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= P/ of Eberhart and Russell.

3. Sum ofsquares of the genotype-environment interaction :

The sum of squares of each line is split up as sum of squares
due to linear regression and sum of square due to , deviations from
linearity. The relation for the ith line is :
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,=(.+£.)• 2; 2,/,,',
y=i ;=i

where Vi. is the total, over all the j values for 7«.
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...(7)

Equation (7) would be used to test 1+ pi and not for signifi-
A

cance. However, for testing against o, the approach of Bucio
Alanis (1966) is used, This approach is then further used to test

A

the overall heterogeneity of PiJ. This is done by first calculating
A A . A

as — and then working out its regression upon I, to
A

obtain Pi. For a large table such a procedure would be very
laborious. In the present paper, simplified formulae are given to
obtain the same results including the analysis of variance by using

A A

Y, j directly instead of calcualting di+gij.
\ ' . ^ •

. In the first place it is easy to show that corresponding to (7)
the residual sum of squares in respect of the genotypic value gtj for
the fth line is the same as in (7) i.e.

y=i ' y=i

...(8)

where gi is the sum of all the J values of gij.

4. Analysis of variance: .

For convenience of comparison the various sum squares using
Yij are given along with those obtained from gu hereafter referred
as(P&J).

Lines, (varieties).
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Emironmeuts [Joint Regression):

s

SS(S)=v ^ with (j—1) df ' ...(10)
. ;=J

S

=v ^ // (P &J)
;=i

Lines X Environments :

V s

SS{VXS)= ^ ^ 7.v)%v-55(F)-55(5)
/=! ;=1 /=! ;=1 '

with fv—Ij (s—l)'<3y -••(11)

Heterogeneity between regressions (linar components of inte?action)
V s s

SSLI(y)= 7/ j-SS(S) .
/=] ;=1 7=1

• V s

S . (P&J) -(12)
1=1 j=l

Remainder (Deviations from regression)

ssj<m= (2 J-" ''J/ S •
/-I y=i 7=1

V 5

=2^ ^/„^..(P&J)with(v-l)(i-2)i/ ...(13)
j=l ;=1

Pooled error

Pooled experimental error is obtained from individual analysis
of environments.

5. Correlations between deviations from regression of genotypic values
upon the enviromental index for pairs of varieties.

Perkins and Jinks (1968b) proposed the grouping of varieties on
the basis of correlating the deviations for pairs of varieties (v^, Vj,).
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This aspect requires the computation of the following quantities:

J=l 7=1 j=l

i-1,2 ,

7=1 7=1 7=1

It may be easily shown that (14) and (15) can be easily obtain-
A A

ed by using Yij in place of gi,-. Using from (6) we get :

A S

/A \2 \ A
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The correlation coefficient is then given by:

fli'fii

r12 —
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...(14)

...a6)

...(17)

...(18)

It is thus seen that the entire work involving the use of gij may
be simply done by using Fj/with suitable formulae.

6. Summary

In the study of genotype-environment interaction by using
the model proposed by Perkins and Jinks, some computational diflSi-
culties, because of the calculations with genotypic values, can be
considerably reduced by using the original values with appropriate
formulae. It has been shown that the regression coefficient of
Eberhart and Russell is simply related to p, of Perkins and Jinks.
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The aspect of grouping of varieties by correlating the residual
deviations from linear regression between pairs of varieties can also
be dealt easily by using the original values in place of the genotypic
values.
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